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The term “choice architecture” applies to a specific decision and encompasses the ways in which different options could be presented to a decision-maker. The choice architecture of student loan repayment could include the number and order of repayment plans shown to a borrower, any information intended to help borrowers compare and contrast their options, and the “default” or repayment plan that is selected when the borrower fails to actively indicate their choice.

Evidence related to student loan repayment

Changes to the ways in which student borrowers are informed of their options may affect repayment plan choice and borrowers’ success in paying down their loans:

1. Evidence from an information experiment that presented students with hypothetical loan repayment scenarios suggests that the framing of repayment plan options may affect whether borrowers understand the costs and benefits of choosing the “standard” (fixed amount, 10-year) repayment plan compared to an income-driven repayment (IDR) plan. When IDR is framed as insurance against unaffordable loan payments (when earnings are low), students are significantly more likely to indicate they would choose IDR. Conversely, when potential costs of IDR (longer repayment period and negative amortization) are emphasized, students are less likely to indicate a preference for IDR.

   Framing IDR as insurance has larger effects on:
   - Students who expect to have low or no earnings when they leave college.
   - Black, Hispanic, and Native students.

   Implications: comparisons of loan repayment plans that do not explicitly incorporate the risk of unemployment or income shocks could lead to underutilization among borrowers who could benefit the most from the insurance offered by IDR.

2. Evidence from a lab experiment that presented students with different versions of the existing Student Loan Exit Counseling website suggests that many borrowers who would likely benefit from IDR are “defaulted” into the standard 10-year repayment plan because they do not make an active choice when entering repayment. In the experiment, changing the “default” repayment plan – or plan that a student is placed in if they do not actively choose a different option – to REPAYE led to sizeable increases in IDR take-up. In contrast, when the standard plan was the default choice, providing additional information on post-college earnings prospects, simplifying the language used to describe different options, or reducing complexity by only offering a limited subset of existing repayment plans had little to no effect on IDR choice.
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Implications: Making IDR the default repayment plan would lead to larger increases in IDR take-up than providing additional information on the benefits of IDR or simplifying repayment options.

3. In partnership with a loan servicer, researchers conducted a field experiment in which borrowers were randomly assigned to receive an IDR application that was pre-filled. Results suggest that reducing the cost and complexity involved with applying for IDR by providing assistance with the application can increase IDR take-up for eligible borrowers.

- Borrowers that received pre-filled forms were significantly more likely to switch to an IDR plan and, likely as a result, had lower loan payments.
- These borrowers also were significantly less likely to default.

Implications: simplifying the IDR application process and/or providing assistance with the process could increase IDR take-up and improve financial wellbeing.

Other evidence:

Various dimensions of choice architecture also play a role in student loan borrowing decisions. Researchers have shown that the framing and labeling of student loans altered survey respondents reported willingness to borrow, with larger effects for Black and Hispanic high school seniors. Evidence from a field experiment shows that loan packaging significantly increased borrowing and short-run educational attainment, even without any changes to the steps required to access loans.

Finally, there is robust evidence that default options matter for decisions along a variety of other dimensions, from retirement savings contributions, to health insurance choice, and even for the decision to be an organ donor. When individuals are required to opt-in to an employer-sponsored retirement savings plan, they are significantly less likely to make any contributions (and thus, save less) than when participation is the default. Automatic enrollment in a savings plan may especially benefit those who are less financially literate and those who have less experience making such decisions.

Conclusions:

While there are many relevant aspects of the choice architecture of student loan repayment options, existing research evidence suggests three promising avenues for increasing IDR take-up: making students aware of the insurance value of IDR, making IDR the default repayment plan, and assisting borrowers with the IDR application process. Given existing research on the importance of default options in other contexts, the choice of the default repayment plan is likely the most consequential. At present, borrowers who do not make an active choice are automatically placed in the standard plan. Thus, the key question is whether such borrowers would be better off in IDR. This is a difficult question to answer without additional data on the characteristics and outcomes of borrowers who do and do not actively choose a repayment option. However, to the extent that borrowers who leave school without earning a degree are less likely to complete the formal exit counseling process and, thus, do not actively choose their repayment plan, automatically placing such borrowers in IDR could help reduce their risk of delinquency and default in the short run. In the longer run, whether such borrowers benefit from IDR will depend on how easy it is to remain on IDR and the specific parameters of the repayment plan.


